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September 19, 2016
Adam Wolff, AICP
Director, Planning and Building
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
Subject:

Corte Madera Inn Biological Resources Third Party Peer Review

The Town of Corte Madera (Town) requested LSA provide a third party peer review of the Biological
Resources section of the Corte Madera Inn Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and associated
background materials. The primary purpose of this review is to provide an independent evaluation of
the existing conditions of the pond on the Corte Madera Inn (hereafter referred to as the pond), assess
the significance of the proposed filling of this feature under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), and provide our professional opinion as to whether the proposed mitigation is adequate.
Specifically we were requested to evaluate:
•

The presence and extent of widgeon-grass (Ruppia maritima) in the pond.

•

Status of widgeon-grass mats as a sensitive natural community under CEQA and suitability of
proposed mitigation.

•

CEQA significance of jurisdictional waters and mitigation requirements.

•

Review on the current wildlife habitat value of the pond, including bird activity and importance.

DOCUMENT REVIEW
In the project DEIR/FEIR, biological resources have been identified as present or presumed present
within the Project footprint and potential effects of the Project on these resources have also been
considered. In order to assess the wildlife habitat value of the pond, significance of the pond and
widgeon-grass occurrence, LSA Biologists reviewed the DEIR/FEIR as well as the following
documents before conducting the field survey:
•

Town of Corte Madera General Plan and Code of Ordinances

•

Memorandum from Jim Martin, Environmental Collaborative to Ms. Amy Skewes-Cox, dated
March 11, 2016, Subject: Review of Additional Comments Pertaining to Biological Issues, Corte
Madera Inn Final EIR

•

Letter from David Bracken, Town of Corte Madera Manager/Engineer/Director of Public Works
to Bruce H. Wolfe, Executive Officer California Regional Water Quality Control Board, dated
June 16, 2016, Regarding: Corte Madera Inn Rebuild U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Permit Application Public Notice Number: 2000-255330N

•

Memorandum from John Zentner, Zentner and Zentner Land Planning and Restoration to Doug
Sherer, Reneson Group, dated June 30, 2016, regarding wigeon-grass at Corte Madera Pond
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•

Photographs of the pond taken by the Town on: October 20, 2014; December 9, 2014; December
8, 2015, March 2, 2016; April 28, 2016; May 4, 2016; May 16, 2016; and July 18, 2016 and
Zentner and Zentner on: March 19, 2013; June 17, 2013; August 8, 2013; October 10, 2013;
October 23, 2013: and May 13, 2014

•

Public comments received by the Town of Corte Madera between the January 12 and February
26, 2016 (http://townofcortemadera.org/DocumentCenter/View/2000). Specific comments
reviewed were:
○

Memorandum from Peter R. Baye, Ph.D., Coastal Ecologist/Botanist, dated February 15,
2016

○

Letter from Audubon Canyon Ranch, dated February 9, 2016

○

Letter from Marin Baylands Advocates, dated February 18, 2016

SITE SURVEY METHODS AND OBSERVATIONS
LSA Biologists Sheryl Creer and Eric Lichtwardt conducted a site visit on July 7, 2016 to survey the
extent of widgeon-grass in the pond and evaluate the existing conditions for wildlife habitat. The
survey was conducted from approximately 1233 hours to 1500 hours. Both biologists walked around
the entire pond viewing the widgeon-grass mats from different angles and mapping the coverage of
the mats on an aerial photograph. During the survey, they also consulted the widgeon grass map in the
Zentner and Zentner June 30, 2016 memo. Mr. Lichtwardt also surveyed the pond and adjacent
ornamental vegetation for wildlife. Both biologists recorded observations in field notebooks and used
a digital camera to document the extent of the widgeon grass and shoreline vegetation. Binoculars
(10x42) were used to survey inaccessible areas and observe wildlife. All wildlife species observed
were recorded in a field notebook.
At the time of the site visit, the pond was not filled to capacity and the water covered approximately
0.56 acres in area; the water was relatively clear and the pond bottom was visible with a maximum
water depth of approximately 2 feet. Due to the relatively low water, exposed areas of pond bottom
were present at the north end of the pond and a small area at the southwestern edge of the pond
(Figure 1) and the waterline around the entire pond was bordered by a 1 to 2-foot band of sloping,
bare mud bank. The bare mud was bordered on the upper edge by saltgrass (Distichlis spicata), a
native plant, as well as an abundance of non-native species including iceplant (Carpobrotus sp.),
sweet fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), slender wild oat (Avena barbata), English ivy (Hedera helix),
pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), and rabbitfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensis). The dominant
vegetation surrounding the pond are non-native ornamental trees including blackwood acacia (Acacia
melanoxylon), red iron bark (Eucalyptus sideroxylon), glossy prevent (Ligustrum lucidum), Brazilian
pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius), and myoporum (Myoporum laetum). Monterey pine (Pinus radiata)
is also present; this species is native to California, but not to Marin County.
A submerged aquatic plant community comprised of widgeon-grass with associated algal mats
floating on the pond surface was present in the pond; more than half of the pond supported widgeongrass mats (Figure 1). Anchored stalks of widgeon-grass were also evident under the surface of the
water where the leaves had presumably died back. Photos of the pond are included in Appendix A:
Site Photos. Western mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis) were present in the pond and a single blackcrowned night-heron (Nycticorax nycticorax) was observed perched in a tree adjacent to the western
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edge of the pond. A black phoebe (Sayornis nigricans) was also foraging near the pond. No other
birds or other wildlife species were observed during the survey.

CEQA SIGNIFICANCE OF WIDGEON-GRASS OCCURRENCE
The project DEIR/FEIR did not identify widgeon-grass mats or any other sensitive natural
communities on the project site and stated that the project would therefore not have any substantial
adverse effect on any such communities. However, subsequent observations indicated the presence of
aquatic vegetation in the pond and Peter Baye suggested in his 2016 memo that the aquatic vegetation
in the pond was likely this widgeon-grass. Zentner and Zentner in their June 2016 memo confirmed
that the aquatic plant in the pond was indeed widgeon-grass and provided a map showing it covering
approximately 0.17 acres centered on the deepest portion of the pond. During LSA’s subsequent
surveys, additional areas of widgeon-grass were identified and mapped in the pond (Figure 1). This
difference can likely be attributed to the additional time-period for plant growth. Based on the
combined observations of Zentner and Zentner and LSA in 2016, the extent of widgeon-grass is 0.42
acres (Figure 1) or approximately 75 percent of the pond.
Data provided in the 2016 Zentner and Zentner memo (Table 1, survey records by year) and our
review of Google Earth imagery and other available photographs supports Zentner and Zentner’s
conclusion that the coverage of widgeon-grass in the pond varies by season and from year to year
with widgeon-grass being absent or rare some years based on pond management.
Patches of widgeon-grass with a greater than 50 percent relative vegetative cover are considered a
distinct vegetation alliance, termed widgeon-grass mats (Ruppia maritima Aquatic Herbaceous
Alliance) as defined in Sawyer et al. (2009). Widgeon-grass mats have a State rarity ranking of S2
(Sawyer et al. 2009). Plant communities with a state rarity ranking of S1, S2, or S3 are considered of
special concern by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). Therefore, the widgeongrass mats present in the pond would be considered a sensitive natural community.
CDFW recognizes that not all impacts to a specific sensitive vegetation community location are likely
to be a serious threat to the existence of all high quality stands of a community type or constitute a
significant impact to other associated plant or animal elements of significance. CDFW provides
guidelines on ascertaining whether a specific occurrence of a sensitive natural community represents
a “high-quality” occurrence of that community. CDFW’s 1 guidance for assessing whether a stand is
high quality or not involves a flexible set of criteria such as the range of existing sustainable
occurrences of this element or vegetation type based on site quality, defensibility, size, and
surrounding landscapes. Example considerations provided by CDFW for evaluations include:
•

lack of invasive exotic species.

•

evidence of human-caused disturbance.

•

evidence of reproduction present (sprouts, seedlings, adult individuals of reproductive age), and

•

no significant insect or disease damage, etc.

1

https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Data/VegCAMP/Natural-Communities/Background
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The pond at the Inn is a highly manipulated remnant of a slough that historically connected to the
San Francisco Bay (Bay). As we understand, the pond currently receives outflow water from Lagoon
# 1 via a 30-inch gravity-fed pipe that is not constrained by slide gates. Lagoon #1 is fed by Corte
Madera Creek, which is connected to the Bay. A slide gate is present on the east side of the pond that
can be opened to drain the pond through a culvert under Highway 101 to Shorebird Marsh. However,
the Town keeps this gate closed to prevent flooding in the pond during high tides. Accordingly, water
quality in the pond is fresh to slightly brackish and is no longer subject to regular tidal influence. The
pond is additionally isolated by development and the surrounding vegetation and habitats are
dominated by exotic vegetation.
As such, in our opinion the widgeon-grass community in the pond does not represent a high-quality
occurrence of this vegetation type given that it is within a highly modified aquatic habitat that is part
of an actively managed stormwater management and flood control system. Additionally, the pond is
surrounded by a developed urban landscape and based on available information receives limited use
by wildlife or native fish species that would utilize widgeon grass for food or cover. Nonetheless, our
opinion is the loss of this widgeon-grass community constitutes a significant impact under CEQA
given the CDFW state rarity ranking and the substantial, cumulative historic loss of aquatic
communities in the region.

SPECIAL AQUATIC SITE AND SECTION 404 JURISDICTIONAL WATERS
As noted in the memorandum from Peter R. Baye, Ph.D. (February 15, 2016), the pond supports
rooted aquatic vegetation or “vegetated shallows,” which is recognized by the USACE as a “Special
Aquatic Site.” Special Aquatic Sites are defined under the federal Clean Water Act (CFR 40 §230):
•

§ 230.40 — Sanctuaries and refuges.

•

§ 230.41 — Wetlands.

•

§ 230.42 — Mud flats.

•

§ 230.43 — Vegetated shallows.

•

§ 230.44 — Coral reefs.

•

§ 230.45 — Riffle and pool complexes.

It is important to note, that the CEQA issue of widgeon-grass mats as a sensitive natural community,
discussed above, is a completely different State issue and not relevant to Special Aquatic Sites under
the federal Clean Water Act (CWA). The term “Special Aquatic Site” has specific meaning under the
CWA Section 404 regulatory program. The Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) 404(b) (1)
guidelines establish substantive criteria for evaluating applications for permits for regulated dredge
and fill activities. Under the Guidelines, the discharge of fill into a “Special Aquatic Site” is
prohibited unless the applicant has clearly demonstrated that the proposed discharge represents the
least environmentally damaging practicable alternative that will achieve the basic project purpose.
With limited exceptions, projects which will cause or contribute to significant degradation of waters
of the U.S. cannot be permitted. This determination is based on factual determinations and the
findings of compliance or non-compliance with the guidelines. The determination of least
environmentally damaging practicable alternative and associated factual determinations is a specific
analysis and process conducted as part of the USACE permit regulations. This analysis for and
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determination of the least environmentally-damaging practicable alternative is subject to specific
criteria under the Clean Water Act regulations which is different than CEQA’s substantive mandate
for consideration of project alternatives. In any event as stated in the project DEIR/FEIR, the filling
of the 0.64-acre pond that is subject to jurisdiction of the USACE represents a significant impact on
federally protected waters as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) whether or not
the pond is considered a Special Aquatic Site. As a note, the EPA’s Guidelines have also been
adopted by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board for evaluation of proposed
fill of wetlands in this region.
Based on the new information regarding the presence of widgeon-grass, the USACE has affirmed that
the 2013 verified jurisdictional determination (the extent of Clean Water Act jurisdiction) is still valid
and that they do not intend to update the 2013 verified jurisdictional determination based on the
observed presence of widgeon-grass (series of e-mail communications between Sahrye Cohen and
Roberta Morganstern, USACE, yourself and Jim Martin between 8/19/2016 and 9/9/2016).
The 2013 verified jurisdictional determination shows the entire pond as Waters of the United States,
with small areas of wetlands mapped, but not quantified, at the northern and northeastern edge of the
pond. The verified jurisdictional determination map additionally contains a disclaimer that the extent
for wetland on the map represents the conditions at the time of the survey and that the boundaries of
the wetlands may change. While the USACE has not previously and apparently does not intend to
formally verify a new jurisdictional determination that specifically delineates (e.g., quantifies) the
acreage of submerged aquatic vegetation, open water, and fringe wetland components within the
Waters of the United States within the pond, they have indicated the effects on these communities
will be taken into consideration as part of the permit evaluation process. The USACE Public Notice
for the Project’s permit application further notes the pond contains submerged aquatic vegetation,
wetlands, and open water.
This lack of a confirmed quantification of these various components of the USACE jurisdiction
creates a technical ambiguity with regard to the Town’s policies which rely on confirmed wetland
delineations for identifying the extent of wetlands. While the EPA’s Section 404(b) (1) guidelines
make a distinction between vegetated shallows and wetlands in the factual determination
requirements, rooted aquatic vegetation which are “inundated either permanently or periodically at
mean water depths <6.6 ft, or the soil is saturated to the surface at some time during the growing
season of the prevalent vegetation” meet the USACE definition of wetland (Environmental
Laboratory 1987). In other words, submerged vegetation such as occurs at the pond are a subset of the
broader category of wetlands as defined by the USACE. While our opinion is areas supporting
widgeon grass meet USACE wetland criteria, it should also be recognized that the USACE and EPA
are the agencies with regulatory authority for determining the extent of Water of the United States
and the extent/boundaries of the constituent elements of this jurisdiction.
Given the lack of a clear verified delineation quantifying the extent of submerged aquatic vegetation,
open water, and fringe wetland components from the USACE, the EIR discussion of wetlands and
associated Town policies should be updated to reflect the possibility that areas in the pond supporting
widgeon-grass meet the USACE definition of wetland. This information continues to support the
conclusion in the EIR that potential impacts on regulated waters is significant and remains significant
regardless of the distinctions between wetlands, submerged aquatic vegetation, and unvegetated other
waters.
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ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT
The pond is identified as Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) for Pacific salmon as mapped by National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). The Pacific Coast Salmon Fishery Management Plan (PCSFMP)
defines EFH for salmon as the waters and substrate necessary for eggs and spawning, larvae/alevins,
juveniles (freshwater), juveniles (estuarine), juveniles (marine), and adults. The pond is not identified
as EFH for Pacific Ground Fish. Pacific Ground Fish EFH includes all current tidally influenced
waters in the San Francisco Estuary.
EFH is administered under The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
(MSA), authorized in 1996. The MSA requires NMFS to identify, conserve, and enhance EFH for
those species regulated under a federal Fisheries Management Plan, in this case the Pacific Salmon
Fishery Management Plan. Specifically, the MSA requires: (1) federal agencies to consult with
NMFS on all actions or proposed actions authorized, funded, or undertaken by the agency that could
adversely affect EFH; (2) NMFS to provide conservation recommendations for any federal or State
action that could adversely affect EFH; and (3) federal agencies to provide a detailed response in
writing to NMFS within 30 days of receiving EFH conservation recommendations. The USACE has
initiated consultation with NMFS regarding impacts to EFH and federally-listed salmon for the Corte
Madera Inn pond (Gary Stern, NMFS Santa Rosa, pers. com. with Eric Lichtwardt, LSA August 23,
2016).
While EFH evaluations are federal responsibilities, CEQA significance criteria consider whether a
project will:
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan or other approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation plan?
The PCSFMP can be interpreted to represent a regional conservation plan and potential conflicts with
the PCSFMP should be considered in the EIR.
Although, the pond is located within an area designated as EFH, the pond itself does not currently
have a viable connection to areas where Pacific salmon or ground fish occur (i.e., San Francisco Bay)
and does not meet any of the criteria, noted above, that define EFH for salmon. As such, the proposed
filling of the pond would not affect current habitat values for salmon. The PCSFMP also contains
language regarding restoration of habitats:
“if degraded or inaccessible aquatic habitat has contributed to reduced yields of a species or
assemblage and if those conditions can be reversed through such actions as improved fish
passage techniques, improved water quality measures, and similar measures that are
technologically and economically feasible, EFH should include those habitats that would be
necessary to the species to obtain increased yields. In addition, the EFH regulations
recognize the importance of ecosystem restoration and allows EFH to be designated in
certain historical habitats, provided that they are necessary to support rebuilding the fishery
and that restoration is technologically and economically feasible.”
The PCSFMP does not contain specific goals or objectives for rebuilding the salmon fishery in this
area and the pond has not been designated by NMFS as necessary for the survival and recovery of
listed salmonid populations (e.g., the pond is not within the boundaries of designated critical habitat
for the listed salmonid species). In the broader context of habitat restoration “necessary to support
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rebuilding the fishery,” restoration of tidal action to the pond is likely technologically feasible.
However, restoration would likely be extremely expensive and would have minimal benefit for the
rebuilding the salmon fishery. In our opinion is the filling the pond would also not conflict with the
management goals or conservation objectives of the PCSFMP.

WILDLIFE HABITAT VALUE OF POND
As previously noted, the vegetation around the pond is dominated by non-native ornamental trees. In
regards to wildlife, the primary value to such plantings is to native birds that typically occur in urban
areas. Non-native species such as the European starling (Sturnus vulgaris) also use ornamental
plantings, but these species are not protected by federal or State laws and our concern here is with
native protected species. Most native birds species that occur in urban settings are common, widely
distributed species such as the black phoebe, mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), Anna’s
hummingbird (Calypte anna), American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), and house finch
(Haemorhous mexicanus), all of which have been observed in the vegetation around the pond. Large
trees in urban areas can also be used as roosting sites by waterbirds such as black-crowned nightherons which is the case with some of the trees adjacent to the pond.
Zentner and Zentner conducted monthly bird surveys at the pond and in adjacent areas (e.g., Shore
Bird Marsh) from 1999-2000, 2001-2002, and 2013-2014. Over the course of their surveys, they
recorded approximately 14 species of birds at the pond, but some of their observations appear to be
misidentifications or errors in their reports. There are other odd or unexpected bird observations in the
Zentner and Zentner (2014) report with no discussion or indication that the observers understood the
unusual nature of what they reported 1. Nonetheless, the reports document that most of the birds
observed at the pond are common urban species and the pond does not appear to be an important local
habitat for wildlife associated with wetlands. The project EIR reaches similar conclusions based on
the data provided by Zentner and Zentner surveys and a field reconnaissance survey by personnel
from Environmental Collaborative, who prepared the EIR. Based on LSA’s field survey of the pond
and review of the relevant document we concur that the pond is not an important local or regional
wildlife resource.
In regards to the black-crowned night-heron roost, Zentner and Zentner reported 24 black-crowned
night-herons (FEIR Comment C24-2) roosting in trees adjacent to the pond in December 2014, but
did not observe any nests. LSA observed a single adult black-crowned night-heron roosting in a pondside tree during their July 2016 survey and also noted the lack of nests in trees around the pond.
Based on these observations, the larger trees around the pond are used as a day roost by non-breeding
black-crowned night-herons, but not as a nesting area (i.e., rookery).
Heron breeding rookeries are considered native wildlife nursery sites and impacts to breeding
rookeries would be considered a significant impact under CEQA. However, since it does not appear
that black-crowned night herons are breeding at the site the roost would not be considered sensitive in
this regard.

1

For example in their 2014 report, they list an observation of a “black crown sparrow’ (Eremopterix nigricepts) from the
pond area, the correct common name for this species is the black crown sparrow-lark; this bird is a North African to
Middle Eastern species unknown from California. They also include two observations of the great cormorant
(Phalacrocorax carbo) an East Coast and European species that has not been recorded in western North America.
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Black-crowned night heron day roosting substrates are quite variable. They use a variety of substrates
such as native and non-native trees and shrubs and roosts do not need to be over or near water. Day
roosts are often in urban parks and other human environments. For example, LSA biologist Eric
Lichtwardt has informally monitored a long occupied black-crowned night-heron roost in Chinese
elms along Washington Avenue in downtown Point Richmond, the nearest potential foraging area
(shore of San Francisco Bay) is 0.29 miles west over a steep hill and in the evening he has frequently
observed herons flying northwest to more distant foraging areas. Essentials components of roosting
habitat appear to be dense cover, not necessarily free from human disturbance and fresh, brackish or
saltwater feeding grounds nearby. The comment letter from Audubon Canyon Ranch (ACR) points
out that communal heron roosts provide important functions for these birds including
thermoregulatory benefits and reduction in predation risk, and that the San Francisco Bay Area is
regionally and globally important for wading birds including black-crowned night-herons. The ACR
further acknowledges that the loss of a single roost site will not likely contribute to negative impacts
to local or regional black-crowned night-heron abundances, but represents incremental loss of
valuable habitat that may contribute to cumulative impacts in the San Francisco Bay Area.
LSA concurs with these general assessments; however, the loss of the Inn day roost site as an impact
does not meet any of the Significance Criteria identified in the EIR, Section 4.3, page 4.3-16. We also
do not believe the potential loss of the day roost will likely significantly contribute to cumulative
impacts to black-crowned night-heron populations in the San Francisco Bay Area. Potential day roost
habitat for black-crowned night-herons (i.e., ornamental landscape trees) is abundant and widely
distributed throughout the Bay Area, including areas in the vicinity of the Inn in Marin County. The
pond may provide an advantage to the Inn roost as adjacent foraging area, but the presence of the
pond is not likely an essential element for the existence of the roost at this site. The size and structure
of the roost trees may be a more important element. As noted previously, black-crowned night-herons
frequently use stands of ornamental landscape trees that are not located near ponds or estuaries as
roost sites. ACR comment on the lack of information on successfully translocating a roost site or
other appropriate mitigation is not relevant to the Inn roost because as noted above under CEQA
impacts to this roost would not be considered significant.

MITIGATION
As discussed in the project EIR/FEIR, the Town of Corte Madera General Plan requires a minimum
mitigation ratio of 2:1for lost jurisdictional waters to ensure no net loss of wetland acreage, function,
water quality protection, and habitat value (Implementation Program RCS-8.2a). This policy further
specifies that the restoration of wetlands off-site will only be allowed when an applicant has
demonstrated that on-site restoration is not feasible and that the offsite restoration will result in no net
loss of wetlands.
The applicant has previously purchased and has proposed using 1.20 acres of wetland credits from the
Burdell Ranch Wetland Conservation Bank (BRWCB) as mitigation for the filling of the pond. The
Town also requires that offsite mitigation acres should preferably consist of the same habitat type that
would be lost.
The BRWCB is located approximately 17 miles north of the pond and contains a mix of preserved
and constructed non-tidal seasonal wetlands and seasonally to perennially inundated channels. While
established as private enterprise, the BRWCB is now owned and managed by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The Project site is within the Bank Service Area for sale of
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mitigation credits approved by USACE, California Department of Fish and Game [now Wildlife],
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and EPA in the fall of 2000.
In order to meet the Town requirement of a 2:1 mitigation ratio, the applicant would need to provide
an additional 0.08 mitigation acres from the BRWCB, for a total of 1.28 mitigation acres. It should
also be noted the wetlands at BRWCB were constructed in 2002 and all established performance
criteria have been achieved. As such, the purchase of the credits ensures the Town’s requirement for
no net loss and actually a net gain of wetland acreage.
Although the purchased credits are for seasonal wetlands and are not of the same habitat type as the
affected pond, quarterly monitoring of bird use on the BRWCB from 2002 through 2005 identified
25 to 31 species using the Bank (LSA 2005). Many bird species using the BRWCB were the same
species Zentner and Zentner identified in their avian use study at the project site. Observations at
BRWCB included black-crowned night heron.
The restored/created seasonal wetlands (the wetlands that comprise the credits for sale) on BRWCB
are generally not suitable for supporting widgeon grass. However, based on the observations of
Zentner and Zentner during the surveys of the BRWCB in May 2016, extensive areas of widgeon
grass (substantially larger than the pond) are present within the channels preserved as part of the
BRWCB. LSA concurs with this assessment based on our previous monitoring of the BRWCB
between 2002 and 2005. Similar to the Corte Madera Inn pond, many of the channels and ditches on
the BRWCB are historic tidal channels.

CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis of the site conditions and review of applicable documents and comment letters
concludes:
•

Widgeon grass is present in the Corte Madera Inn Pond and based on observations during 2016,
widgeon-grass covers approximately 0.42 acres of the pond. It also appears the extent of
widgeon-grass varies seasonally and from year to year with widgeon-grass being absent or rare
some years.

•

The stand of widgeon-grass in the pond qualifies as a sensitive natural community by the CDFW
with a Statewide Rank of S-2. While in our opinion the widgeon-grass community in the pond
does not represent a high-quality occurrence of this vegetation, the loss of this community in the
pond constitutes a significant impact under CEQA based on the substantial, cumulative historic
loss of aquatic communities in the region and state rarity ranking of widgeon-grass stands. The
areas supporting widgeon-grass also meets the USACE definition of wetlands in our opinion.
Although the USACE has verified the extent of their jurisdiction at the pond, they have indicated
that they do not intend to update the 2013 jurisdictional determination to quantify the extent
submerged aquatic vegetation, open water, and fringe wetlands within their jurisdiction.

•

We concur with Dr. Baye’s assessment that the majority of the pond meets the criteria for a
Special Aquatic Site under the CWA 404 regulations. However, other than an acknowledgement
of this information in the EIR, the determination of Special Aquatic Sites and specific regulatory
findings for fill of Special Aquatic Sites is under the purview of the USACE and EPA.

•

The pond is within EFH for Pacific salmon; however, the pond is not tidal and is not connected
hydrologically to the San Francisco Bay where salmon occur. We do not believe filling of the
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pond would conflict with the PCSFMP, an adopted management plan for Pacific Coast salmonid
populations, and constitute a significant impact under CEQA.
•

Based on the observations from the Zentner and Zentner surveys, most of the birds observed at
the pond are common urban species. Our professional opinion based on available information is
the pond does not appear to be an important local habitat for wildlife associated with wetlands
and we concur with the EIR’s conclusion that the loss of the pond as wildlife habitat would be
considered a less that significant impact under CEQA.

•

The black-crowned night-heron roosting site is not a nesting rookery, but is a day roost used by
this species. The types of ornamental landscape trees the herons use for roosting at this site are
abundant and widely distributed habitat in the Bay Area. The loss of the Inn roost trees (or the
pond next to the trees if the trees remain) would not affect a nursery site or likely have a
significant effect on the local or regional population of this species. As such, the potential loss of
the day roosting habitat and/or the pond would not meet the criteria for determining a significant
impact in the EIR.

•

The Project Applicant’s proposed mitigation to purchase 1.20 acres of wetland mitigation credits
at the BRWCB does not directly meet the Town’s mitigation ratio of 2:1 (1.28 acres would be
necessary) for lost jurisdictional waters (Implementation Program RCS-8.2a) or the Town’s
preference that offsite mitigation acres should consist of the same habitat type that would be lost.
As recommended in the DEIR, considerations for the appropriateness of the proposed mitigation
include:
○

The 0.08-acre shortfall in mitigation credits could be provided by increasing the wetland
mitigation credit purchase to 1.28 acres to achieve the 2:1 mitigation ratio.

○

The applicant’s proposed use of 1.20 acres of mitigation credits does ensure no net loss of
wetland acreage as the mitigation wetlands at BRWCB were constructed in 2001 and 2002
and have been in place and functional since that time. The credit purchase ensures no
temporal loss of functions values or risk of failure that the mitigation wetlands will meet
required performance standards.

○

The wetland mitigation credits at the BRWCB are of a different habitat type than the pond –
seasonal wetlands versus a perennial pond supporting widgeon-grass and open water.
However, substantial acreage of similar historic tidal channels (similar conditions to the
pond) and ditches supporting widgeon-grass and open water habitats were preserved as part
of the BRWCB establishment. These channels and ditches, while not direct “credit
categories,” provide similar habitat as the pond and represent a higher quality example of the
widgeon-grass natural community have higher habitat value because of the larger expanse of
preserved and managed contiguous wetland and upland habitats. While the preservation and
management of these other “non-credit” habitats are not direct “credit categories” at
BRWCB, the transfer of these habitats to the CDFW for ownership and management were an
interdependent result of the construction and sale of the seasonal wetland mitigation credits.
And this would serve to fully mitigate the potentially significant impact of eliminating the
low-quality widgeon-grass sensitive natural community associated with the pond.
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If you have any questions or require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
LSA ASSOCIATES, INC.

Steve Foreman
Principal/Certified Wildlife Biologist
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Appendix A: Corte Madera Inn Pond Site Photos

Photo 1. Southern end of pond with widgeon-grass mats and associated algae, view to
the west. July 7, 2016

Photo 2. Southern end of pond with widgeon-grass mats and associated algae in
foreground and trees used by roosting black-crowned night-herons in background,
view to the northwest. July 7, 2016
P:\AWC1601 Corte Madera Inn\Appendix A Site Photos (07-15-16).doc (07/29/16)

Appendix A: Corte Madera Inn Pond Site Photos
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Photo 3. Northern end of pond, with submerged widgeon-grass stem (1). View to the
north. July 7, 2016

Photo 4. Northern end of pond, exposed mudflat in foreground, Corte Madera Inn
Restaurant in background, view to the south. July 7, 2016
P:\AWC1601 Corte Madera Inn\Appendix A Site Photos (07-15-16).doc (07/29/16)
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Photo 5. Close-up of widgeon-grass mats and associated algae. 1. Widgeongrass leaves 2. Anchored base of widgeon-grass

Photo 6. Close-up of exposed mud on eastern shoreline. July 7, 2016
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Appendix A: Corte Madera Inn Pond Site Photos

Photo 7. Eastern shoreline, with widgeon-grass mats in foreground and exposed mud
along the shore. View to the north. July 7, 2016.

Photo 8. Black-crowned night heron in tree adjacent to the western shore of the pond.
July 7, 2016.
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October 10, 2016
Adam Wolff, AICP
Director, Planning and Building
Town of Corte Madera
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925
Subject:

Corte Madera Inn Biological Resources Third Party Peer Review – Correction to
Discussion of Submerged Aquatic Vegetation and Wetlands

Dear Adam:
I need to provide a correction to our September 19, 2016 third party review letter for the Corte
Madera Inn project. In our discussion of Special Aquatic Site and Section 404 Jurisdictional Waters, I
incorrectly concluded areas in the pond supporting widgeon grass meet the USACE definition of
wetlands. While areas supporting widgeon grass may technically meet the USACE three-parameter
criteria for defining a wetland (wetland vegetation, wetland hydrology and hydric soils), the 1987
USACE Wetland Delineation Manual technical guidelines exclude areas supporting submergent
vegetation such as widgeon grass from being classified as wetlands.
This distinction is not provided in the USACE manual section on wetlands but is described in the
section on the technical criteria for Deepwater Aquatic Habitats, where Deepwater habitats are
defined as:
Deepwater aquatic habitats are areas that are permanently inundated at mean annual water
depths >6.6 ft or permanently inundated areas <6.6 ft in depth that do not support rootedemergent or woody plant species.3 (emphasis added)
This definition for deepwater aquatic habitats basically implies that permanently inundated areas
< 6.6 feet that support “rooted emergent” and “woody plant” species are wetlands. The referenced
footnote #3 further clarifies that:
Areas <6.6 ft mean annual depth that support only submergent aquatic plants are vegetated
shallows, not wetlands.
My mistake was in not catching this distinction and exclusion of submergent vegetation from being a
wetland in the type of aquatic habitat within the Corte Madera Inn pond. To further clarify this
distinction, emergent plants are defined by USACE as:
A rooted herbaceous plant species that has parts extending above a water surface.
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While I find this definition vague, other definitions such as provided by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service’s classification system 1 for wetlands and deepwater habitats provides more clarity for
emergent vegetation:
Rooted herbaceous and grasslike plants which stand erect above the water or ground surface
(excluding mosses or lichens).
Examples of emergent plants include cattails, bulrushes species, and cordgrass.
While the USACE manual interestingly does not define submergent aquatic vegetation, submergent
aquatic plants are typically defined as plants:
Rooted herbaceous plans that have most of their structures below water.
Common examples of submergent aquatic vegetation are pondweeds such as widgeon grass. The
primary distinction is emergent vegetation stands erect while submergent plants float in the water.
Further email correspondence from Roberta Morganstern and Bryan Matsumoto of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) on September 29 and October 3, 2016, respectively, confirms that the
USCAE approved jurisdictional determination does not include areas supporting widgeon grass areas
as wetlands.
I have also provided a revised Figure 1 of the extent of widgeon grass in the pond to more clearly
differentiate the differences in the extent of widgeon grass from the April/May observations provided
by Zentner and Zentner and our observations on July 7.
Again I apologize for any confusion we may have caused and please if you have any questions or
require further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
LSA ASSOCIATES, INC.

Steve Foreman
Principal/Certified Wildlife Biologist

1

Cowardin LM, Carter V, Golet FC, LaRoe ET. 1979. Classification of wetlands and deepwater habitats of
the United States. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Pub. FWS/OBS-79/31, Washington, DC
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